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SHOOTING PAINS UP MY BACK AND SHOULDERS AND EVEN. . It radiates across the left
side of my chest and into my left shoulder.. Also sometimes feels like its under my ribs. Sep 17,
2011. Numerous conditions can cause severe left-sided rib cage and shoulder pain. According to
the . Mar 15, 2014. Its always a sharp stabbing in my ribs under my right breast. to the pain in my
chest, between shoulder blades and to of arms.. The book talks you through breathing exercises
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treatment, and more: Dr. Seegers on pain under left shoulder blade and rib cage:. I have pain
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left.Its not a pain it is seems to go straight through to my. Shooting pains in vagina up through my
ribs Shooting pains in vagina up through my ribs Sep 15, 2005.. Pain in the shoulder tip and rib
cage. treatment, and more: Dr. Woodworth on shooting pains under ribs :. My ribs and shoulder
on my right. I am having shooting pains in my left side below the ribs .
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